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Transits for Britney Spears Aug 2007 to Aug 2008
Introduction to Forecaster
There are two types of transits or movement of the planets - long term,
and short term daily transits.
The long term transits can effect your birth chart for up to two to three
months, and due to astrological cycles, these transits will occasionally
recur during the year. The main thing to remember is that these transits
represent trends and it is up to the individual to make the best of them.
A good guideline is to take advantage of the good periods, and turn the
not so good periods to your advantage! For example, if you are aware
that you are likely to be argumentative on a particular day, then you may
be able to divert your energies and avoid arguments or disputes before
they happen. Astrology is not a tool of fate - it doesn't rule your life - it
should be used as a guide. Ultimately, it is up to every individual to take
control of their lives.
The short term daily transits usually only last a day or two - occasionally
up to one week.
There will be times when several long term transits overlap, and may
even counteract each other. The best thing to do is to read through the
information carefully, and then integrate that information to create a
whole picture for the period the transits are in effect.
Please bear in mind that unless the time of birth provided was exact, then
it is likely that the exact effect of the transits may be felt either several
days before or after the dates given. You will soon be able to regulate the
pattern by following the transits carefully.
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From about: 1 Aug 2007

to about: 25 Oct 2007

*Transiting Pluto Sextile your Natal Pluto
This could be a time of significant changes - it is certainly a time for
positive, creative and effective action. But you must make the best of any
opportunity that comes your way - don't expect everything to just land in
your lap. Cultivate contacts, especially with people in authority. Make
them aware of your special talents and abilities. Now more than ever they
are likely to offer support and create opportunities for you.
It is time to discard anything that is no longer of use to you old worn out
items, memories, feelings from the past which may, up till now, have
prevented you from getting in touch with your deepest feelings and
emotions. This is your chance to inject some fresh sparkle and meaning
into your life; to start afresh and look to the future.
You will now also be looking for a deeper meaning to your life and
therefore you will now rely more on your intuition and telepathy and tune
in to the messages that your inner self is sending.
As your mind will be so intuitively sharp, this would also be an excellent
time to involve yourself in any form of research or investigation. Not
content with superficial answers to questions, you will delve deeply in
order to unearth and understand the truth. You may now come across
some secret information previously hidden from you. In any case, the
answers that you find may completely change your attitudes to life and
way of thinking.
From about: 1 Aug 2007

to about: 7 Aug 2007

*Transiting Saturn Sextile your Natal Pluto
Success is likely through hard work. Although your powers of endurance
may be tested, you should emerge victorious from any battles fought.
Because of your patience, excellent organisational abilities and far
sightedness, this is a time to reinforce the structure and foundations of
your life, against the possibility of future problems. Despite your
determination to succeed by staying within your own physical and mental
limits - you will actually achieve more.
Therefore, this is a time of self discipline, with excellent clarity of thought
which will enable you to focus your thought and turn positive plans into
positive action. You should now have the strength, determination and
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concentration required to achieve personal and professional goals and
ambitions, and you will be down to earth and honest in all your dealings.
This is an excellent time to negotiate contracts and agreements, as no
detail will be overlooked and you will be willing to contribute more
personal effort and time into any project.
New friendships could be formed, possibly with older and more mature
individuals. You will rely on these loyal, dependable friends for their
truthfulness and excellent advice. You will also now be more willing than
usual to work in a team effort, rather than go it alone.
From about: 1 Aug 2007

to about: 31 Aug 2007

*Transiting Jupiter is Conjunct your Natal Sun
This could be an excellent and beneficial period ahead. You will be feeling
out-going, optimistic - and health should finally improve. Armed with
more energy and enthusiasm, you will be ready to tackle any obstacle
head-on!
During this time it may seem as if everything is working out perfectly,
just the way you want it to. But don't expect all the opportunities to just
land in your lap - wasted chances can't be blamed on anyone but you! So,
if opportunity does knock, open the door and boldly stride forward.
Suddenly, you will feel the urge to live life to the full - and not do
anything by half measures. You will not be frightened of treading new
exciting and adventurous paths.
But despite all this optimism, do watch out for some pitfalls, the main one
being over-exertion. In your exuberance to catch up with lost time, you
might find that you over-reach yourself, over-extend yourself in some
way,or simply exhaust yourself! Do try and exercise a certain amount of
restraint.
Financially, this could be a very lucky and lucrative period, but be careful
of too much extravagance. If you are fortunate enough to come into some
extra cash or a bonus, then don't blow it all in one go. Save a little for
those rainy days.
From about: 25 Aug 2007

to about: 31 Dec 2007

*Neptune is Trine your Natal Saturn
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This is a time for calmness and serenity. Creativity will be greatly
enhanced. You will now be able to structure your powerful imagination in
a positive, constructive way. Ideas, thoughts and plans could now become
concrete reality. You will have a better understanding of your life - and
the paths that you've chosen to follow. Feeling optimistic about the future
lessons and experiences from the past will now be put into practice and
into good use.
Putting others needs before your own you are now likely to give a friend
in need a helping hand. Thoughts and studies are also likely to turn more
spiritual and meditative. You will now be more prepared to listen to your
inner voice and intuition. Memory recall should also be greatly improved.
This is likely to be a time when you will reap the rewards of previous hard
work and effort. If important business decisions need to be made, then
rely on your intuition - it will steer you in the right direction. Others will
rely on your decisions, as they will sense that you are able to create
clarity out of confusion.
From about: 31 Aug 2007 to about: 19 Sep 2007
From about: 13 Apr 2008 to about: 19 May 2008
*Transiting Saturn Square your Natal Uranus
This is a time of testing. Events will change your life. However, if things
start to go wrong - then instead of losing your temper and blaming
everyone but yourself - examine the situation carefully and analyse what
is happening. The answers may surprise you and you will probably find
they have a strong connection with past events or your own past actions.
However, circumstances may bring about sudden changes or problems in
either your personal or professional life. This will undoubtedly cause
tension especially if previously unforeseen difficulties and obstacles block
every effort that you make. This will not be the best time to produce good
results from a team effort. Try to work alone.
Financial problems could cause legal difficulties. Also, this is a time to
beware of sudden accidents. Avoid making business or property related
decisions around now, as you may find problems with the legal side of the
transaction. You may also have problems with parents, or older people in
authority - either in your personal or business life. Personal and love
relationships may also suffer traumatic changes around now.
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From about: 31 Aug 2007 to about: 19 Sep 2007
From about: 13 Apr 2008 to about: 25 May 2008
*Transiting Saturn Sextile your Natal Jupiter
This would be the perfect time to plan for the future - as you will now be
prepared to explore and expand into news areas, but with a certain
degree of caution. This is a time when a sense of adventure is perfectly
balanced with good old fashioned common sense! This is a time for
learning and for turning dreams into reality. Make the best of any
opportunity that comes your way and it is likely to!
All financial matters and investments should proceed smoothly - and
could prove extremely lucrative. Being more serious minded regarding
money, you will not be willing to take risks, and therefore all financial
strategies will now be well planned. Promotion or business expansion is
likely.
Help and support may come from established and respectable sources
possibly from older people, or from your parents or people in some kind
of authority. Legal, insurance and tax matters should also proceed
smoothly.
From about: 7 Sep 2007

to about: 25 Sep 2007

*Transiting Jupiter is Sextile your Natal Moon
This should be a happy, cheerful and peaceful period in your life with
friendships playing an even more import role in your everyday affairs. In
particular, there is likely to be more contact with women with a friend,
wife, or even business partner bringing more comfort and stability into
your life.
If a friend asks you for help then don't hesitate doing what you can for
them. In time to come this favour (and many more) will be returned with
the same love and support that you, yourself, gave.
You may find yourself dealing with the public much more than usual
during this time but be confident because the outcome will be extremely
successful.
Expect some contact from abroad especially from friends and family living
overseas. They may even surprise you with a visit or a phone call
Finances and cash flow should finally look more prosperous.
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From about: 19 Sep 2007 to about: 7 Oct 2007
From about: 13 Mar 2008 to about: 19 Apr 2008
From about: 13 May 2008 to about: 25 Jun 2008
*Transiting Saturn Sextile your Midheaven
This is a time when you will become upwardly mobile, especially in terms
of career advancement a time of a steady climb through the ranks to the
top. Friends, parents and people in authority will recognise your
discipline, determination and effort and will therefore help you to move
along that next important stage in your professional life.
This should be a time of accomplishment with much energy and
enthusiasm being devoted to the pursuit of dreams and ambitions.
However, do make sure that you are fulfilling your own ambitions and not
someone else's dreams. This could also be a time of steady stability and
security in your home and personal life. You may even find yourself
continuing or carrying on an old family tradition in some way.
From about: 7 Oct 2007 to about: 31 Oct 2007
From about: 6 Feb 2008 to about: 7 Mar 2008
From about: 1 Jul 2008 to about: 19 Jul 2008
*Transiting Saturn Square your Natal Mercury
During this time you may have trouble communicating with others trouble
in getting your message across. You may feel as if everything you say is
misunderstood - this will either cause a feeling of hopelessness or sheer
anger and frustration. You simply cannot understand why others don't
understand your point of view.
But, could it be that you've become too set in your way of thinking? Are
you actually listening to their point of view as well?
This is a time when you should avoid negotiating legal, financial or
business transactions as you, yourself, may have trouble in either
understanding red tape or interpreting the fine print.
In your work or study, you could be burdened with extra responsibilities
and heavy burdens, made even more difficult by an inability to
concentrate.
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Health could also be affected during this period, especially anything to do
with the throat, lungs or any other illness, which could affect your speech.
From about: 25 Oct 2007

to about: 6 Nov 2007

*Transiting Jupiter Sextile your Natal Saturn
This would be the perfect time to plan for the future - as you will be
prepared to explore and expand into new areas but with a certain element
of caution. This is a time when a sense of adventure is perfectly balanced
good old fashioned common sense! This is a time for learning and for
turning dreams into reality. Make the best of any opportunity that comes
your way.
All financial matters and investments should proceed smoothly - and
could prove extremely lucrative. Being more serious minded regarding
money, you will not be willing to take risks, and therefore all financial
strategies will now be well planned. Promotion or business expansion is
likely.
Help and support may come from established and respectable sources
possibly from older people or from your parents or people in some kind of
authority. Legal, insurance and tax matters should also proceed smoothly.
From about: 12 Nov 2007

to about: 25 Nov 2007

*Transiting Jupiter is Square your Natal Mars
During this period you really will not take no for an answer! However,
avoid being narrow-minded you can't be right all the time, and certainly
don't allow your sense of self-importance to become over-inflated.
Being self assertive is one thing, but at times over-confidence can seem
rather arrogant and opinionated to others. Unfortunately, lacking both
tact and moderation, this is a time when you could really put your foot in
it! Slow down a little both in thought and action.
Beware extravagance in all financial, business and career matters. Avoid
exaggeration and don't promise more than you can deliver and don't
become involved in shady business deals which are just slightly on the
wrong side of the law. This would certainly not be the best time to fight
any legal battles.
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You could have problems with people in authority during this time - taking
orders and instructions could prove somewhat difficult as you will be
under the impression that you know better. Your behaviour could even
become somewhat threatening.
Anything to do with foreigners, foreign places or travel could be
somewhat precarious during this time - so avoid taking foolish risks. If on
holiday, then don't, for example, go for a moonlight stroll through the
seedy end of a foreign town. Stay in safe and well lit areas.
From about: 19 Nov 2007

to about: 25 Nov 2007

*Transiting Jupiter Conjunct Natal Neptune
During this time the deeper, more profound and perhaps even spiritual
meaning of life will be addressed. Your own individual religious beliefs will
dominate your thoughts and being.
You may seek to "find yourself" through travel, perhaps even go on long
distance journeys, on a particular kind of pilgrimage. This could be a
search for religious experiences, or to satisfy a charitable need to help the
underprivileged of this world.
Feeling a surge of warmth and compassion towards everyone around you,
generosity of spirit and sympathy will now come to the fore. Family,
friends, and anyone in need, will now benefit from your kindness and
understanding.
If artistically inclined, then this could be a time of great inspiration and
creative achievement.
However, there is also a word of warning with this transit. You may also
try to escape the harsher realities of life by preferring to live in a world of
daydreams. Therefore, this wouldn't be the best time to make any major
decisions concerning your future, especially financial decisions. Gambling
and speculative investment should also be avoided until this transit has
passed, as at this time judgement may be clouded by ideals rather than
practical considerations.
From about: 25 Nov 2007

to about: 7 Dec 2007

*Transiting Jupiter Sextile your Natal Pluto
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Sensing inevitable changes in your life this is a time for restructuring and
planning ahead for the future. Travel is likely. You will also demand more
personal freedom and independence. After all important decisions can't be
made if you are feeling trapped and hemmed in by restrictions.
However, do take the advice of older people or people in authority. What
they are telling you now is sensible, practical and should be heeded.
Feeling powerful and in control, you will want to be the one calling the
shots you will want to be the one in control. And thankfully to your benefit
others will be willing to allow you to take control. Sensing your confidence
and determination, they will now be satisfied to follow your lead. As long
as your behaviour remains reasonable and considerate there should be no
major ego conflicts at this time - despite your tendency to dominate.
You also may suddenly develop a deeper interest in mystical or spiritual
matters. Perhaps you will now be introduced to new beliefs or old ones
will be reinforced. In any case, this would be an excellent time to study
and appraise spiritual beliefs.
From about: 19 Dec 2007

to about: 25 Dec 2007

*Transiting Jupiter Sextile your Natal Jupiter
This is a time of learning a time when lessons and knowledge can be
absorbed more easily. Life will flow more easily - and much can be
accomplished with seemingly very little effort.
This could be a period of steady growth especially in all business, legal
and financial matters. Also, recognising that you are going to need the
support and co-operation of friends and colleagues, you will win their
trust and confidence through honest and fair dealings. Not feeling
threatened, they will help you along the path to success.
Relationships with family, neighbours and close friends should also
improve.
The possibility of travel to foreign lands is likely. If you are unable to
travel, then expect some contact or communication with foreigners or
family and friends living abroad.
From about: 25 Dec 2007

to about: 6 Jan 2008

*Transiting Jupiter Square your Natal Ascendant
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This is a time when you will try to use other people, be they either
personal or business contacts, to get ahead in life. But beware arrogance
and be careful not to end up taking everything and giving nothing in
return. Remember to help those who have helped you.
Also, financial extravagance and blind optimism could also deplete cash
flow - you may feel as if your luck is in, but don't be fooled by superficial
gloss and dubious get-rich-quick schemes.
A devil-may-care attitude, a desire for danger and adventure and
impulsive restlessness could cause you to rush headlong into action
without sufficient forethought. You could therefore be prone to accidents.
Emotionally, you may be torn between security and freedom. Partners,
lovers and family may find your behaviour selfish and overly dramatic.
You may even avoid the truth or exaggerate events and circumstances.
Beware being too possessive or jealous. You can't demand freedom, and
then refuse to give it!
From about: 25 Dec 2007

to about: 6 Jan 2008

*Transiting Jupiter Opposite your Midheaven
A certain amount of soul-searching and delving into the past is likely to
pre-occupy your time. Contact with parents, or close relatives, could help
answer some unresolved questions.
In the mood to consolidate and introduce more luxuries into your daily
routine - you may now take stock of all that you materially own and
decide to buy even bigger and better. Keep a tight rein on purse strings
because this could be an expensive time ahead!
For instance, a bigger house, car or you may even make unexpected long
term investments in land and securities. You may even decide to make
your family bigger and better expanding numbers, so to speak! In any
case, you will certainly try to make your personal and home life as
secure, comfortable and luxurious as possible.
One word of warning, be careful not to over-extend or over-commit
yourself. Don't promise more than you can deliver! No matter how much
you think you can handle, you are only human, and you will get tired from
time to time. Make sure that you allow yourself plenty of time for rest and
relaxation.
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From about: 24 Jan 2008

to about: 12 Jun 2008

*Transiting Pluto Sextile your Natal Jupiter
Sensing inevitable changes in your life this is a time for restructuring and
planning ahead for the future. A time for regeneration. Travel is likely.
You will also demand more personal freedom and independence. After all
important decisions can't be made if you are feeling trapped and hemmed
in by restrictions.
However, do take the advice of older people or people in authority. What
they are telling you now is sensible, practical and should be heeded.
Feeling powerful and in control, you will now want to be the one calling
the shots you will want to be the one in control. And thankfully to your
benefit others will be willing to allow you to take control. Sensing your
confidence and determination, they will now be satisfied to follow your
lead. As long as your behaviour remains reasonable and considerate there
should be no major ego conflicts at this time - despite your tendency to
dominate.
You also may suddenly develop a deeper interest in mystical or spiritual
matters. Perhaps you will now be introduced to new beliefs or old ones
will be reinforced. In any case this would be an excellent time to study
and appraise spiritual matters and beliefs.
From about: 19 Mar 2008

to about: 31 Jul 2008

*Transiting Neptune Sextile your Natal Neptune
This is a time of new beginnings and the dawning of new spiritual
understanding and maturity. Intuitive and physic abilities should increase
- and you will now learn to listen to and trust your inner voice. This period
could also be a time of testing the testing of your own inner strength and
will-power.
You will now need to quench an insatiable thirst for new experience
therefore changes in your lifestyle are likely. Many people with this transit
find themselves in new relationships, careers or homes! Others will throw
caution to the wind sacrificing the security and stability to follow their
dreams.
From about: 19 Mar 2008
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to about: 31 Mar 2008

From about: 18 Jun 2008

to about: 1 Jul 2008

*Transiting Jupiter Square your Natal Saturn
There is a certain amount of tension and confusion in your mind as to
what to do next. One minute you could be feeling elated as if you could
conquer the world and the next minute plunging into the depths of
depression questioning and doubting your own abilities. However, don't
reject any changes in your life, no matter how disruptive.
If opportunities do come your way during this period then take them even
if you are in one of your "doubting" moods. These opportunities will
represent a new chance to break free from outworn inhibiting habits and
circumstances.
Don't worry if you feel that you are sometimes taking one step forwards
and yet another step backwards this period is all about balanced personal
growth for everything you learn something will have to fall by the wayside
maybe an outworn idea maybe a mundane job maybe even a stale
relationship but whatever you've now cut out of your life, it is because it
is no longer needed.
Something hidden from your personal past may now come to light.
Patience will be needed during this time, don't rush plans and ideas. Put
temporary brakes on any major financial or business plans whilst there is
so much confusion concerning your future. Wait until the dust settles.
There may also be some conflict between your personal life and career
with one seemingly interfering with the other. Be prepared to compromise
and find a balance between these two important areas of your life.
From about: 1 May 2008

to about: 19 May 2008

*Transiting Jupiter is Trine your Natal Mars
During this time, you will put others before yourself and will be seen as
self-confident, sympathetic, generous and optimistic. You may devote
time and energy to helping those less fortunate than yourself; or simply
by having a strong shoulder for a friend in need to lean on. Past grudges
should now be forgiven, forgotten and well and truly buried.
This would be an excellent time to start anything new. Feeling restless,
adventurous and extremely receptive to new ideas, you will now be
looking to do something completely different - and whatever you do start
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during this time should turn out well. Business deals should be
particularly profitable around now.
Freedom and a sense of independence will also be of importance to you
so there will be the temptation to break free of any restrictions - be they
personal or professional - which are seemingly holding you back and
keeping you stuck in a rut.
However, putting other people's needs before your own, you will not be
selfish in whatever action you take. If you are going to break free, then it
will be done in such a way as to consider other's feelings. In fact, during
this time, new exciting and unusual friendships could be formed.
Some pleasant news or a small unexpected windfall may also come your
way as a sort of "thank you" for a favour done in the past a favour long
forgotten by yourself, but not by the recipient. All good things come to
those who truly deserve them!
From about: 25 May 2008

to about: 25 Jul 2008

*Transiting Uranus is opposite your Natal Mars
An incredible restless dynamic energy will make you crave for personal
freedom and independence during this time. Restrictions in your life
simply will not be tolerated and you will rebel against anyone trying to
hold you back. People with some kind of authority over you, such as
employers, parents or government officials are now likely to bear the
brunt of your rebellious and angry nature. You are now prepared to do
battle - and nothing and no one will stand in your way!
If you are usually a very placid person, sensitive to other people's needs
more than your own then don't be tempted to hold all this rebellious
anger within you - just for the sake of keeping the peace. All this dynamic
energy must find an outlet possibly even through hard physical work otherwise pent-up emotions could lead to illness.
There is another scenario to the planetary aspects affecting you at the
moment. You may find that a close loved one, may actually rebel against
you - perhaps you haven't been allowing enough personal creative and
emotional freedom to certain individuals.
Being more willing to take impulsive risks during this time - you may find
yourself more accident prone than usual. So take special care when
driving a car, or handling heavy and dangerous machinery.
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This concludes Britney Spears Transit interpretation.
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